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What? Windows 7 takes like 15 seconds to boot up for me :| ... is a complete mess of fud. ... there is a reason people hate vista,
had vista functioned the way it was supposed to it would have been fantastic however it did not. The Woes of Windows Vista/7
Mapped Network Drives ... To further complicate matters: this message is shown only when you startup from a cold boot! ...
Except that's the way it's supposed to work. ... 1) Visual Studio 2010's “Speed Mode” of Find All References is slower than it ...
And – as of today – expert FUD manipulator.. [FUD] Windows 7 Outsells Vista By 234% In The US ... I'm tired of her
hijacking my machine to look stuff up on the web because hers takes sooooo long to boot she'd rather leave it off. ... Vista
might be a little slower than 7 or XP once you get some hardware that can ... In a free society, we are supposed to know the
truth.. You're at a loss how Vista is supposed to be handled by the average email ... The FUD people, such as you have given
Vista a bad name. ... There's sod-all in the startup, certainly nothing that should be causing any sort of a go-slow or lack of ...
Windows 7 will be just like Vista, which was just like XP, which was just like ME.. Windows 7 could very easily be Windows
Vista Second Edition, but there's one ... Windows 9 is now out, and for slower hardware, Windows 5. ... Being able to boot up
the OS doesn't mean it will be a pleasant experience. ... Vista is not a bad product rather it got plagued by mindless FUD to the
point that MS ...
Startup problems are not new to PC hardware and operating systems, and the ... term to describe a supposedly new phenomenon
affecting Windows PCs. ... If you're using Windows Vista or Windows 7, there are some known causes ... Studio Online, its
browser companion to the popular VS Code editor.. Windows Vista is an operating system that was produced by Microsoft for
use on personal ... Windows Vista build 5824 (October 17, 2006) was supposed to be the RTM ... It includes a software explorer
feature, which provides access to startup ... It has the Phishing Filter like Internet Explorer 7 and Junk mail filtering that is ....
Does Windows 7 contain more DRM than Windows Vista? ... In Windows 7”, the story was written by a user who supposedly
had ... about it in terms of “Vista is dog slow on my machine” rather than calling it as being ... One can even remove the
hardware interroagtion on boot if one wants to (because one .... NET GAC was supposed to fix but it only 1/2 fixed), the default
security ... and to all the idiots saying windows 7 is just as slow as vista look at this ... So I'll guess I'll stick with XP and e.g.
Ubuntu on dual-boot/virtual/ssh-access just for that ... Please stop perpetuating the Apple and Linux zealots fud as it .... No
question that it boots up and shuts down a lot faster than Windows XP—a result of ... system introduced in early 2007 that was
supposed to replace Windows XP, ... It seems "economist" is being paid to spread lies and FUD about Linux. ... for Vista and
Windows 7, especially with the transition from x86 32-bit code to the .... Microsoft's new Windows 7 operating system boots
slower than its unloved predecessor, Windows Vista, a PC tune-up developer said today. The claims by iolo Technologies, a Los
Angeles maker of PC software, contradict Microsoft's boasts that Windows 7 starts up faster than Vista.. Microsoft says that "a
very good system boots in under 15 seconds," and while the early-release Windows 7 Preview doesn't deliver a sub-15 second
boot time, it does start 20% faster than Windows Vista on my computer. ... Windows 7 boots much faster than Windows
Vista—but surprisingly, no faster than Windows XP.. The fact that Windows 7 is not a lot SLOWER than Vista, is a move in
the right direction. ... The average user has no clue how to maintain their system, it starts ... Why spread rumors and lies, the
very FUD that is often claimed to come from ... Windows 7 is allegedly dramatically faster on limited systems, you .... Now I'm
back catching up on my news feeds only to see that Microsoft (s msft) has attempted a return to the ... I'm running Windows 7
on my MacBook and it's a decent improvement over Vista. ... Mac OS X can boot from an external drive, Windows won't. ... Im
a bit slow, was the above bullets Apple's or Microsoft's strategy ;).
Windows 7 IT Pro > Windows 7 Installation, Setup, and Deployment. ... I have a faster boot with Windows 10, almost instant,
than before with Windows 8. ... to Windows Vista and only if SP1 hasn't yet Windows 10 update taking hours and hours in ...
Windows 7 supposedly fixed that problem by having generic SATA drivers.. There is a tremendous amount of FUD relating to
Windows 10's supposed invasion of user privacy. ... Windows Vista and XP users? upgrade to Windows 7. ... My current win7
laptop has a few issues (slow booting & running, wifi drop-outs etc).. Typical FUD against Microsoft (Score:2, Insightful) ...
Anyone expecting Windows 7 to be a radical departure from Windows Vista is delusional, all the more so if that ... I don't know
about launching apps, but boot time is supposedly faster in 7: .... Your entire post was full of FUD but I'm replying to this
because I ... still don't know what the upper and lower filters where supposed to do but ... Here's a video of a Ubuntu vs
Windows 7 booting, and the Windows 7 ... I briefly used Vista then went back to XP, right now I can't see myself using anything
else.. From power button to desktop, Windows 7 loads faster then Vista, but in ... my pc actually hibernates like it is supposed to
and no blue screens .... Posts about Vista written by geogray43. ... Windows 7 FUD…supposedly boots slower than Vista.
Posted on October 8, 2009 by geogray43 • Posted in Vista ... bdeb15e1ea
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